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Everyone is talking about Smart Home. Tenants, house
owners and real estate owners are increasingly making use of media, lighting and building elements.
Manufacturers, dealers and installers of building elements, as well as architects and planners, must therefore
also deal with this topic more intensively. This is precisely why ift Rosenheim and Messe München are organising
the ift special show "Building Elements TripleS – Smart |
Safe | Secure" at BAU in Munich (Hall C4/Stand 502) from
14 to 19 January 2019. The use of intelligent elements,
drives, sensors and security systems will be demonstrated using innovative doors, windows and gates as examples. The focus is on simple application, installation
and safe handling of the requirements, verification and
safety equipment for "smart" components.
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Building elements – Smart | Safe | Secure
Professional Planning and Execution for Ensuring Safety
of Use and Burglar Resistance
Digitalisation has taken professional occupation and
leisure time by storm and now, intelligent devices
from Amazon, Google, Apple & Co. as well as smart
building elements are entering our homes and residences – whether they are now controlled via Alexa,
a smartphone or automatically. This is not surprising
since "smart" garage gates, front doors, windows or
roller shutter and solar shading systems improve energy efficiency, comfort and security. The wish list of
consumers contains services such as central locking,

weather reporting systems and intrusion detectors
as well as automatically opening windows, doors or
gates. But what about safety and security? Ultimately,
building elements with an electrical drive are also
machines with safety requirements according to the
Machinery Directive. They must also work safely and
securely with complex application scenarios, for example, in case of burglary, fire or smoke, power failure
or misuse. This publication provides practical tips for
planning, floating tenders and execution.
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About ift Rosenheim
You need skills, technology and experience for good structures, and this is especially applicable to windows, facades and doors. Since 1996, ift
Rosenheim has been supporting the industry as a neutral scientific institute with technical services and more than 200 employees. These include
conducting tests and research, certification and quality management as well as standardisation, advanced education and technical information. In
this manner, ift Rosenheim is promoting the development of quality products that are suitable for use, environment-friendly and efficient, and which
make life more comfortable, more secure and safer, and healthier.
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Fig. 1

Status quo and development of smart homes in Germany (Figure: Smart Home Monitor 2017, study of SPLENDID RESEARCH GmbH [2])
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Fig. 2

With smart building elements, the house can become more secure, more comfortable and more
energy efficient.

The technological possibilities and the comfort of smartphones have certainly triggered the largest changes in
the area of digitalisation. Thus, it is not surprising that in
Germany, eight out of ten persons (78 %) aged 14 years or
older use a smartphone; and in the 14-29 age group, this is,
in fact, 94 % . For the majority the smartphone is a true mobile all-rounder and indispensible in our everyday life (80%).
But also in modern cars, we find a large number of "smart"
assistance systems improving safety and comfort which we
use as a matter of fact without worrying about the technical
details. This clearly shows where we are headed. For those
who are accustomed to managing day-to-day affairs with
the help of digital assistants in cars, offices or while travelling, the obvious question is, of course, why we still need
to do everything manually at home. The low usage rate so

Fig. 3
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far for smart home appliances is
no sign of lack of interest, but the
consequence of non-availability
of products. However, in 2017 at
the International Funkausstellung
(IFA, industrial exhibition in
Germany), almost all manufacturers offered appliances with smart
home technology in their product
portfolio. Due to intensive competition, we can assume that this
technology will become standard
without any significant additional
costs. Hence, this is the right time
for manufacturers, fabricators and
dealers to enter the smart home
market with products that are reliable and easy to use. With more
than 41 million residential units
in Germany waiting for refurbishment, this is a huge market.

EA current survey among participants of the Smart Home
Congress in Nuremberg showed that the breakthrough to
the market is expected in the year 2020. Most of the users,
in fact, are ready to pay for the hardware and products, but
not for software, updates or maintenance services because
all other apps are also free of charge. However, these are
exactly the things that critically influence the intelligence,
comfort and security of smart home systems. Hence, it may
be assumed that most applications and controls work with
the help of online-based systems, which, however, also
need support, maintenance and updates. Some users, may
do this, perhaps, on their own, or will appoint a service provider. Otherwise, users "pay" with their usage data, which
may provide comprehensive information about their lifestyle and consumption habits. Not only companies such
as Amazon and Google, but also insurance companies and

A study conducted by the Technical University of Applied
Sciences, Rosenheim, demonstrated that the majority of
users look for rather simple benefits, for example, convenient control of lamps, roller shutters as well as improvement in security and safety (burglary, fire and smoke). This
simplifies things for manufacturers, since the technical
implementation is easy. In the meantime, smart home
appliances work reliably and have been put to test in numerous projects. Why should you not fit windows and
doors with a radio-controlled sensor, a glass breakage sensor or a window handle that can acquire the status open/
shut/tilted, and which sends an alarm to a smartphone in
case of attempted burglary? All established manufacturers
offer this. They should guarantee a reliable supply of spare parts and components. In this way, future expansion is
feasible, for example, if the window handle needs to communicate with the heating system or the glass breaking
alarm aligns itself with the surveillance camera before triggering an alarm. And if good and easily working products
arouse interest for more, this can lead to sustainable and
lucrative customer loyalty. With growing requirements,
the system should also grow at the same time, without
having to create a new system.
However, you should understand the principle of smart
home systems and a few technical fundamentals. For example, IGT, the Smart Home Initiative Germany, or individual Chambers of Commerce offer training courses for this
purpose. Appropriate seminars are also being planned to
be conducted by ift Rosenheim. For successful sales, you
have to know the needs and desires of building owners,
residential unit owners and tenants, which focus on the
following aspects:

Fig. 4

Smart home elements offer benefits for comfort, safety, security and air quality
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security services use such data or "sell" them to interested
companies. Hence, you should observe these market developments and enable both connections to IoT platforms as
well as an offline company during installation.
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1. Comfort: Easy operation or automatic control of light/
multimedia/domestic appliances, roller shutters and accessible operation of windows and doors
2. Security: Burglary, surveillance, smoke detectors/fire
alarms, access control, alarm systems for falls/accidents
(AAL), failure of technical devices, breakage of water pipes, etc.
3. Energy efficiency: Heating/cooling energy, control technology, visualisation and conserving electrical energy. With
calculations in accordance with EN 15232, DIN V 18599, improvements of 15-20 % may be achieved in non-residential
buildings, and even for characteristic values in the energy
pass, improvements of up to 10 % are possible.
4. Health: Air/room quality, accessibility, support systems
for the elderly and preserving the appearance and value
of the building
However, "smart" is more than just an electrical drive and
a system of sensors, actuators and a controller, which specifies what an actuator such as a roller shutter drive or a
door lock should do. This is why it is important that before
commencing with planning and design, all requirements
and expectations are analysed so that the system is designed accordingly and that the costs of the product are
accepted. Hence, the Institut für Gebäudetechnik (IGT,
Institute for Building Automation) has developed a simple
questionnaire, with the help of which the requirements of
users can be determined.
Example of an automatic single side hinged (revolving) door with a motorised lock
Automatic single side hinged (revolving) doors with electrical door openers and motorised locks with self-locking
mechanism are more functional with smart home systems and offer benefits for comfort, safety and security
as well as access control by the automatic release of the
door (also with anti-panic feature). In doing so, you have

Low E drive and sensors protection against finger getting jammed
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to pay attention to system-specific cables should not get
replaced. During planning and tendering, you have to
observe the use (personal/commercial use or as smoke/
fire protection). It must be possible to unlock the door either mechanically or based on the closed circuit principle
(door is locked until power interruption).
The safety of automatic single side hinged (revolving) doors
can be ensured at low cost with low energy operation (Low
E). In this way, the "impact energy" of the door wing can
be restricted to max. 1.69 J (EN 16005 section 4.6.4.1) and
the closing time can be limited to 3 seconds from 90° to
10° or 1.5 seconds from 100° to 0°. The adjustment must be
protected against unauthorised or inadvertent modification. This design is permissible only for personal or instructed
areas of application. In public areas, additional safeguard for
the closing edge is necessary, for example, by mechanical
safeguard or the use of sensors, which stop the door wing
immediately when human beings or objects are detected.
Controllers and mains adapters are often already integrated
in the drive type and thus form a closed unit, which merely
has to be connected to a 230 V line. "Top installation" of the
drive in the upper section of the door is meaningful because static feed of the supply line is possible. The other electrical components, which are connected with the controller,
can be operated with SELV (Safety Extra Low Voltage) of
max. 60 V DC.

1 The Three Pillars of Smart Homes
Basically, the functional scope of a smart home can be divided in three fields of comfort, safety and security, and
energy management.
Comfort brings functions, which facilitate day-to-day work,
relieve you of certain jobs and improve the feeling of wellbeing by individual control scenarios, for example:
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smart home improves the feeling of safety and security as
well as the protection, for example, by:
• Burglary alarm – Notifies the user when he is absent
if the motion detector gets activated or windows and
doors get opened and activates the webcam
• Switching state monitoring/control – Monitoring whether the cooker is switched off, and if not, it can be
switched off via remote control
• Smoke and water alarm – Raising an alarm in case of
smoke development, preventing damage caused by
water with the help of installed intelligent water alarms,
warning with high levels of air pollution or hazardous
substances
• Notification in case of faults or alarm – Information to
the operator with faults in the system or specific status
indications (open window, cooker etc.)
Status and management functions may further reduce
the energy consumption of buildings, but so far, they
have been rarely used. With an intelligent smart home system, the consumption values of all electrical consumers
can be monitored and, if necessary, disconnected from
the grid. In a study conducted by the Technical University
of Applied Sciences, Rosenheim, the energy savings potential was determined to be 18 – 24 % for power consumption and for thermal loads, it was obtained as 3 – 7
% (Building constructed in 2000 with approx. 70-80 kWh/
(m²a)). Energy efficiency evaluation of building automation is specified in EN 15232 and DIN V 18599-11, and it
can be divided according to EN 15232 in energy efficiency
class (A-D), and it can also be used for the building energy
pass and the verification according to EnEV. The following
energy management functions are possible:
• Switching state monitoring/control – The EVERYTHING
OFF button can switch off all loads when you leave the
house (not STANDBY)
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Widespread protocols for smartphone and building automation [3] (Fig.: Prof. Dr. M. Krödel, Technical University of Applied Sciences, Rosenheim)

• Heating – Detecting open windows, presence-controlled
heating control, optimal utilisation of solar energy by intelligent roller shutters and Venetian blinds management
• Light – Adjusting the illumination intensity depending
on the daylight available as well as activating the light
during your presence
• Smart Meter – Internal consumption monitoring of
loads
1.1 Protocols
A protocol is a name for the languages with which sensors and actuators communicate with one another. If two
different protocols are being used, the communication
and the entire system fail. For data communication on the
Internet, the internet protocol (IP) was developed, with
the help of which it is possible to transmit large amounts
of data. The more comprehensive a protocol, the more
is the energy needed for transmission. This is why other
languages have been developed for the automation segment..

• Switching loads on/off – Coffee machine from the bed
or time-controlled, activating a cosy evening mood with
light, music etc., switching off all loads by pressing a single button (not STANDBY)
• Venetian blinds, awning blinds and window functions –
Astrological function and weather protection in case of
storms and rain (drawing in awning blinds or closing roof
windows)
• Light – Adjusting the brightness depending on daylight
available in the room, activating light with motion, light
scene for meals, TV and work
• Heating – Room temperature-dependent and presencecontrolled regulation, deactivation with open windows
etc.
Sensors for comfort functions may also be used for security so that the costs get reduced. The "intelligence" of a

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

The three pillars of a smart home
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For some applications such as lighting, shading and meter reading, specialised protocols (field bus systems) have
been developed, which are more powerful and less expensive than "universal" protocols. Hence, their deployment makes sense if a large number of field elements is
required, for example, for lighting with the DALI proto-
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col. Energy-efficient data transmission is also important
for wireless-operated systems, which draw their energy
from small batteries. Hence, the wireless protocol from
EnOcean is particularly efficient, since here, the energy
generated by merely pushing the buttons is sufficient.
In the smart home segment, systems and/or protocols,
such as KNX, Z-Wave, Home Matic, ZigBee, EnOcean etc.
have been established, which are maintained and undergo advanced development by corporate alliances. Most of
the systems cover the basic features for a smart home (lighting, heating, motion sensors, window contacts, drives,
etc.). Although the protocols are incompatible with one
another, they can communicate via so-called gateways.
This is nothing other than a translation tool, which makes
the signals of the sensors "readable" for other controllers
and protocols as well. As a result, the system that you opt
for is ultimately irrelevant, assuming that it is a "standardised" protocol for which you even have gateways. A so
called "floating contact" is inadequate for more complex
control applications, since this can only use or output the
information "open" or "shut". This is no longer sufficient
even for a roller shutter or external Venetian blind, since
you would also like to know how far it is closed.
Sensors and actuators are the "working elements" of a smart
home system in which the sensors acquire data, transmit it
to the controller and the actuators execute "commands".
The easiest system is one in which all sensors and actua-
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a temperature measurement, for example, sufficiently far
away from the stove, ventilation, heating or lamps.

Table 1 Common sensors [3] (Table: Prof. Dr. M. Krödel, Technical University of Applied Sciences, Rosenheim)

Safeguarding against the risks of injury with the help of
sensors and a controller can be compared well with the
job of a soccer goalkeeper: He has to observe the progress
of the game in the entire playing field. For any events in
the penalty area, the readiness for action is enhanced and
the goalkeeper becomes active in the six metre area. For
doors and gates, the controller takes over the role of the
goalkeeper, who tracks the events with the help of sensors (light barriers, infra-red, laser etc.).

Fig. 7

Sensors are the basis for the control and security of a modern
garage gate

tors speak the same language (protocol) and no translation (gateway) is necessary. The greater the number of areas
of a house that are integrated into a building automation
system, the less likely is it to manage without gateways.
Sensors and actuators should be modular to enable expansion in stages and to replace defective devices easily.
From an economic point of view, the sensors and actuators
should have a minimum service life of about 10 to 15 years.
However, even in the smart home, there are increasingly
more applications for which large volumes of data are getting transmitted, for example, audio or video files of cameras, which means that most systems can also understand
the IP protocol.

The "advance sensor system" observes the events in the
penalty area, the controller has to interpret the signals
correctly and clarify whether someone is approaching the
gate, diving in front or merely going past. Wireless signals,
transponders, chips or other information (even biometric)
communicate whether access authorisation is available.
The dangerous zones of the gate (closing edges, moving
parts etc.) have to be monitored in parallel. The slogan
"maximum danger – stop" is applicable here, if anything
approaches this area. The systems are particularly powerful, if the components communicate with one another
and the advance field sensor system already acquires the
direction of motion and access authorisation and reports
it to the system. Just like a goalkeeper, the controller also
detects when a dangerous "long-range shot" is kicked.

Table 2 Common actuators [3] (Table: Prof. Dr. M. Krödel, Technical University of Applied Sciences, Rosenheim)

1.3 Actuators

Actuators convert control commands into actions, for example, switching the lighting on/off, moving the shading
systems or a window, as well as closing or opening a mo1.2 Sensors
torised door lock. In a centralised system, the commands
The sensor acquires physical parameters (temperature, light come from the control centre or in a decentralised system,
intensity, humidity, CO2 etc.) and sends the information in directly from a sensor. A semi-autonomous "intelligence"
the form of a data telegram (protocol) to the controller or of drive and power supply ensures that safe operation is
directly to actuators. The sensors receive energy via a cable, possible even in case of a failure of the central controller.
batteries or, as with EnOcean, from energy sources present This concerns, for example, the secure locking (burglain the environment (energy harvesting). The sensors should ry resistance) or opening a door in case of a fire (escape
be installed at a representative location in the room: For door). The current product development of drives, locks
and fittings is aimed at reducing the size of components
as well as integrating
limit switches, sensor
and transponder technology into the drives
which are concealed
in the window, door
or gate. Actuators and
drives generally require more electrical
power, which means
that battery current
if not sufficient and a
Fig. 8 Function of controller and sensors are comparable with the tasks of a goalkeeper.

power connection is necessary. However, there are already solutions available for solar energy supply in conjunction with energy storage, for example with roller shutters,
Venetian blinds or decentralised ventilation equipment.
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1.4 Control centre
The job of the control centre is to acquire the incoming information from the sensors, save it if necessary, and interPage 7 of 40
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pret it according to specified rules and send commands
to the actuators. This may be the roller shutter controller,
for example, which depends on the course of the day and
year (astrological data), the solar radiation, the indoor temperature or a fire or a burglar alarm. For windows that can
be opened by a motor, regulation according to weather
conditions (storm, rain), temperature, CO2 content and
humidity indoors or according to the occupants' presence
status makes sense (burglary). The control centre can be a
controller or mini-server, where all signals are input and
output, but the intelligence may also be decentralised
and distributed in chips and processors that are directly
integrated in the actuators and sensors. A connection to
the Internet via a secured server is meaningful, since you
can control, secure and update the system more easily.
With an online connection via a separate wireless netowrk
module of components, each element, i.e. each light
switch, motion detector or roller shutter drive would have
to be secured.
Cloud or offline?
A very important issue is where the intelligence lies
and where the data are saved. For example, with Apple
Homekit or Amazon's Alexa and other online-based systems, data from the sensors are sent to an external server,
where they are processed and then sent back to the actuator. What happens with the data on the way there and in
the external server is difficult to determine. Moreover, the
smart home system only works with an existing Internet
connection. This is why systems, in which the intelligence is integrated into the in-house server or control device,
are fundamentally more secure. However, external servers
can be more powerful and more intelligent, because the
data and usage habits of several thousands of human
beings and houses improve the algorithms continuously,
and the computing power is higher. However, it may also
be meaningful in case of in-house servers to transfer certain data to secure cloud storage, such as video files from

Building Elements – Smart | Safe | Secure | Technical Article

surveillance cameras. With this, you can access the data
from anywhere, even if the power fails or if the server is
found and destroyed in the event of a burglary.

• Moisture protection of all electrical components (attention: condensed water areas)
• Planning also for transportation and installation

AI – Artificial Intelligence

Help for this purpose is provided by the ift Guideline EL-01
"Electronics in windows, doors and facades".

Artificial intelligence (AI) methods are also used for smart
homes, if the user data are analysed and evaluated, and
user profiles are created automatically. In doing so, it is
important that users decide on their own whether and
when they would like to accept or reject the rules. The
more data available to an AI, the better the interpretation
will be. This is becoming particularly evident with Alexa's
speech recognition.

2 Design, Safety of Use and CE Marking
The mechanical drive poses new areas of risk, since it goes
without saying that nobody should get his finger crushed
or suffer injuries from moving building elements. In this
respect, the manufacturer must design his "machine" to
be safe. Hence, the manufacturers must not only meet the
requirements of the construction products regulations
(CPR), but also those of the Machinery Directive (MD). For
building elements with electrical components, however,
some very practical aspects also need to be considered,
for example:

The building developer/architect or the tendering body
have to specify the requirements of electrical building
components as well as the transfer points and interfaces
between the sub-systems trades. Especially the necessary
protective measures. This also includes the coordination
with the customer, the competent authorities or accident
insurance companies for commercial and public use. This
is why the following aspects should be included in tenders
for electrical components in windows, doors and facades:
• Requirements for use, risk evaluation and the protective
measures
• Performance characteristics and technical requirements of the components
• Cable lengths and use of conduits
• Definition of the interface to the "electrical" connection
sub-system
• Position of the connecting socket and the electric components
• Electrical connected loads

Building elements with electrical and electronic components are products made from two different "worlds". They
have to meet the requirements of the relevant product
standard in the field of the construction products regulation and the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EG. For windows
EN 14351-1 is applicable, whereas EN 14351-2 (attention:
not yet harmonised) applies to interior doors, and EN
13241-1 in conjunction with EN 12453 applies to gates for
safety of use and EN 13659 is applicable for outdoor closures (roller shutters, Venetian blinds, etc.). These standards
govern the "classical" services such as sound or thermal
insulation, air permeability, driving rain, burglar resistance,
light transmission, continuous function etc. For poweroperated sliding and revolving doors, pocket sliding doors
as well as folding-wing doors, EN 16361 will be applicable after harmonisation, which also contains tests for the
electrical compatibility. For the testing and evaluation of
the mechanical and electrical safety of use (hazards, hazardous situations and hazardous events), reference is
made to EN 16005 for power-operated doors. However,
products with wireless control and doors in escape and
rescue routes are not included, for which EN 13637 and in
Germany, the "Guideline on electrical locking systems of
doors in escape routes (EltVTR)" has to be observed and
followed. Since there are no separate standards with specific regulations for the safety of motorised windows, VFF

• Necessity of inspection whenever required with inspection flaps for accessibility and replacement the electrical
components (cables, controller, sensor etc.)
• Planning the cable length up to the connection socket
• Cable routing with protected run in the profile without
kinks and sharp edges
• Observing and following the permissible bending radii
for cables
• Avoiding tensile stress of cables by movements (planning movable transfer points)

Fig. 10
CE marking and
declaration of
conformity of a
drivenwindow in
accordance with
EN 14351-1 and
the MD (sample of
each)

Fig. 9
Cable laying and transfer points for domestic
electrical supply are
important planning tasks
(Source: ift Guideline
EL-01/1 [7])
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2.1 Building law and CE marking
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class as described in the VFF KB02 data sheet. The architect
should specify the necessary protective measures jointly
with the manufacturer. The VFF data sheet KB 01 "Poweroperated windows" prepared by ift Rosenheim and VFF
also provides assistance.

Description of protection classes (Source: EuroWindoor data sheet, KB.01, Table 4 [12])

As the result of the risk evaluation, for ensuring the safety of use, the following protective devices are possible in
principle:

and ift Rosenheim have worked out the KB 01 data sheet.
The Declaration of Conformity and the CE mark are issued
in accordance with the Machinery Directive and the relevant product standard.
In the process, you have to differentiate between a complete or an incomplete machine. A complete machine
is a fully functional power-operated product (door, gate,
window with drive, sensors and controller) in the installed
condition or a kit ready for installation and fully functional, for example, a window with drive and control device.
An incomplete machine cannot fulfil any power-operated
function because a component is missing, for example,
drive systems or window with drive but without a control
device.
The CE mark is issued by those who distribute the poweroperated building element, rework on it or modify it considerably and launch it again in the market for distribution.
This is also applicable if the complete product consisting of
assemblies (door/gate filling, frame, drive etc.) is combined
into a functional unit only at the place of operation. This
may also be the fitter/technician if he modifies the product
or prepares the functional building element from multiple
products of different manufacturers (drive, controller, sensor etc.). The responsibility for bringing all documents then
also lies with the "assembler" who marks the product on the
basis of an EC building sample certificate (generally comes
from the drive manufacturer) with a CE mark and launches
it in the market.
In terms of quality and safety, it is recommended that manufacturers provides complete machines with a compre-
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• Tactile (sensory) protective devices that are used as
switching mats or switching strips near the locations
posing the risk of causing shear or crushing injuries.
Switching strips have to be designed according to EN
12978, whereas switching mats and switching plates
have to be designed according to EN 1760-1
• Contactless, protective devices, in which sensors in accordance with EN ISO 13849-1 (infra-red, light or radar
waves) monitor the entire width of the wing, detect
motion in the danger zone early in time and stop the
movement of the door/window wing
• Mechanical protective devices (rubber profiles and protective shading blinds), which cover the hazardous location and prevent reaching in.

hensive installation and operating manual and install them
on their own (or under their responsibility).

2.3 Electrical safety

2.2 Risk evaluation
An electrical drive turns the door into a "machine" in terms
of the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC (EN 16005), for
which the risk potential has to be evaluated and measures have to be specified to prevent or eliminate risks. The
causes of accidents are diverse and occur in the following
areas:

Fig. 11 Risk assessment procedures (source: Pilz GmbH & Co. KG)

Causes and consequences of hazards, hazardous situations
and hazardous events are listed comprehensively in Annex
J of EN 16005. What is helpful is the specification of the
protective measures depending on a specific protection

Electrical safety is a matter of avoiding "electrical" risks, for
example, by an electric shock, occurrence of fire caused by
overload or a short-circuit of electrical components (transformers, mains adapters, drives and sensors). The tests are
conducted based on EN 60335-2-103. The electrical building elements used are tested by assessment with respect
to their deployment on the product and their proper use

• Insufficient awareness of risks due to missing information and marking leads to incorrect operation by users
• Inadequate risk analysis prior to manufacture
• Errors during installation and maintenance
• Very poor fail-safety of the protective devices and sensors
• Deficient maintenance and lack of expertise while
checking the safety of use by operators and maintenance personnel.
Avoiding mechanical (crushing, shearing, impact and getting pulled in) and electrical hazards (short-circuit, electromagnetic and electrostatic hazards as well as fire cause by
arcs or heat radiation) are defined by suitable protective
measures in EN 16005. This is why a risk analysis or usagerelated risk evaluation has to be prepared by the manufacturer of the building element. In doing so, you have to
note that the manufacturer of the drive and other electrical components has to furnish tests and certificates for the
electrical safety as well as the functional safety.
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Fig. 12 Sample hazard analysis for an electrically operated hinged door (German only)
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cessary. The responsibility for this is transferred after the
acceptance test by a qualified person prior to putting into
operation to the building operator. In case of accidents on
automatic systems, it is first examined whether the operator has complied with his obligation towards regular and
professional maintenance and testing on the basis of the
maintenance and operating manual, which must contain
the following:

Table 4
Scheme for determining
the protection class
(from KB.01 [12])

Fig. 13 Rust damage on drives (gear, PCB - printed circuit board and
motor) caused by condensation in the housing despite IP
protection class (Image: ift Rosenheim)

tests are provided in EN 13637, for example, the capability
for release, authorisation stages, operation and function of
the triggering elements, reset conditions for unlocking, release forces or the fail-safe functionality in case of a single
failure. The aim is safe and effective escape with a maximum of two operations. In doing so, even the blocking of
the release must remain ensured as a means for increasing
the protection against burglary and against unauthorised
exit.

• Operating manual with understandable and productrelated safety instructions and warning notices in case
of incorrect operation or misuse
• Product-related maintenance manual with labelling of
the safety-related inspection and maintenance measure
• Specifications for inspection intervals depending on
the usage
• Cleaning and service instructions for the drive components
Maintenance also encompasses testing the closing forces
and the pulse encoder including the sensor system (min.
1x time per year) by a trained person and the written documentation and archiving of the test results as well as
maintaining an inspection list and a test logbook for each
system.

2.6 Installation and maintenance

within the defined area of application (specification). In
addition, the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and
the IP protection classes are tested (type of installation, climatic conditions and specification). This is supplemented
by the risk assessment of improper operation or incorrect
operation as well as the testing of the protective device
for protection against hazardous electrical parts.
Based on the certificates and test reports as well as monitoring by the factory production control (FPC), a certification in accordance with the product safety act, an EC type
test certificate according to the Machinery Directive or an ift
Certificate of Conformity can be issued.
2.4 Functional safety
While testing the functional safety according to EN 138491/2, the scope, principle of operation and reliability of the
safety functions are tested in case of failure. The basis is
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a risk analysis taking the installation situation, usage and
operation into consideration. Errors can be simulated with
the help of induced hardware errors on the component,
reconstructed software errors as well as foreseeable "misuses". For "normal" use, there are sometimes opening
and movement variants other than those for special cases
such as fire, smoke, burglary, maintenance or usage for
escape routes. The various requirements should be specified uniquely in a target hierarchy and implemented with
matching functional logic.
2.5 Doors in escape and rescue routes
It must be possible to open doors in rescue routes easily
and without any aids in the direction of escape in order
to facilitate escape in case of an emergency. At the same
time, however, in case of misuse of the escape function,
the resistance to burglary and access control get "deactivated". Specifications for requirements and necessary

© ift Rosenheim 2019 | Special Show "Building Elements TripleS"

The installation personnel for electrical components must
be aware of the principle of operation of the components
and have technical knowledge. 230 V connections should
be made only by an electrician and a professional company with approval and third party employer's liability
insurance. Electrical components should be checked for
functionality and short-circuit currents (insulation measurement) after being installed in order to detect damaged
locations early during cable laying.
A particularly critical phase for electrical components is
transportation and time until being put into operation, especially due to vibrations and humidity during transportation, mechanical stresses during installation and humidity
in the construction phase (floor screed, plaster, painting/
sanitary work etc.). Meaningful measures include covering/protecting free cable ends and all electrical components, avoiding tensile stresses of the cables as well as
moisture-resistant labelling of the connections or plug-in
connections that cannot be confused with one another..
For safe operation, timely execution of the maintenance
and appointment by trained personnel is absolutely ne-

© ift Rosenheim 2019 | Special Show "Building Elements TripleS"

Fig. 14 Doors in schools and official buildings are usually
also escape routes
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This documentation is of decisive importance in the event
of an accident, as it is certain that the correct execution of
the prescribed maintenance and repair work is first requested and that all the necessary information is checked in
the maintenance and operating instructions. The further
investigation will then also relate to the hazard analysis
and whether the requirements for the design used and
the hazards to be expected have been duly taken into account.

Table 5

Comparison of mechanical and electronic burglary behaviour

3 Burglar Resistance
Roller shutters, awning blinds and garage gates today are
primarily designed with an electrical drive and controller.
They are operated via radio (wireless, Bluetooth, infra-red
etc.), transponder, chip card and can generally also be
controlled with a smartphone. Installation has become
easy with the help of easy Plug-and-Play solutions as well
as radio-based systems.
The so-called simulation of presence, i.e. pretending
that residential premises are occupied is an effective deterrence against potential burglars, since they prefer easy
real estate properties without occupants. Non-illuminated
houses and raised Venetian blinds show criminals that no
one is at home, and hence, the house becomes an easy
target. With smart home solutions, residential premises
and houses act as if they are "occupied". In this way, a
house appears to be occupied if at the break of twilight,
the roller shutters are pulled down and light penetrates
outside through the cracks. Of course, the issue is how
electronic manipulation can be prevented and this is why
security issues are being discussed intensively. What does
the "Cloud" do with our data? Do the closing systems permit manipulation? Examples from the automotive industry such as keyless systems that can be attacked ("keyless
= car less?") demonstrate the need for action.

Fig. 15 Security risks with automatic building elements in principle
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Fig. 16 "Pickpockets" today also use smartphones or notebooks to
"crack" electronic locks and building elements.

With keyless doors that work with a radio chip or fingerprint,
the electronic processing must track the signals within the
house and they must be adequately secured. Otherwise
thieves with electronic decoders have an easy time. With
burglary alarm equipment, you can fall back on the recommendations of VDS. Burglary resistant elements, in accordance with EN 1627, in addition to mechanical security, can
also be fitted with electromechanical locking components
and/or electromechanical or electronic means of authorisation (access controls, key-operated switches). However,
for the risk of burglary arising out of
attack on the electronic components,
e.g. by mechanical attack on connections or components as well as the
decoding, the standard is still under
preparation (prEN 1627).
This is why ift Rosenheim is developing a new Directive for the GAS
(Germany/Austria/Switzerland) region, jointly with Holzforschung
Austria (HFA) and the Swiss Freie
Sicherheitstechnik (Free Security
Equipment). The Directive is meant
to facilitate an objective evaluation
on the basis of existing standards
© ift Rosenheim 2019 | Special Show "Building Elements TripleS"

from related areas within the framework of the existing
resistance classes (RC 1-6). The following functions and
components are analysed in the directive:
• Means of authorisation (credential) such as mechanical and mechatronic keys as well as electronic components (chip card, batch, wireless remote control, which
contain the release for necessary coding)
• Access authorisation, which has to determine where
and when a detection characteristic authorises access
at access points.
• Authentication, in which the correctness of the identification of an identification characteristic gets confirmed.
• Identification, in which the identity of an authorised
person gets detected.
• Biometrics, with which the measurable, unique physiological characteristics or personal properties can be
checked and used as identification characteristic in order to detect the identity of a person and to confirm
(fingerprint, hand or face geometry, retina/eye, face,
voice etc.).
The electronic components (reader including evaluation
unit, means of authorisation (tag) as chip with antenna)
have to be protected against mechanical manipulation as
well as against decoding of radio signals or chip systems.
This includes the following aspects:
• It should be possible only for the manufacturer to derive the closing variation from a description on the authorisation medium (e.g. wireless remote control).
© ift Rosenheim 2019 | Special Show "Building Elements TripleS"

• Data transmission (transmitted radio signal) must take
place in encrypted form. The wireless signal must
change with every other operation. The use of the spied
wireless signal should not lead to opening for a specific
period of time.
• The number of effective (possible) code variants must
be sufficiently high, i.e. even electronic attempts at manipulation require an adequate time period depending
on the resistance class.

Fig. 17
ift Guideline
EL-03/1
"Building elements with
mechatronic
components"
(German) [9]
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• The communication within the system parts and also to
the new units introduced must be secured with a modern encryption algorithm (AES); up to 256 bits depending on the resistance class. For each communication
attempt (session), a new session key has to be designed
and used for the communication. The session key and
coding key should never be transmitted (challenge response technique).
• The means of authorisation (chip, transponder, biometric information etc.) must be copy-protected.
• Readers including the evaluation unit have to be considered similar to an access control system regarding
the security requirements. The decision regarding the
authorisation of entry should not be made in parts of
the system that are accessible to the attacker or hacker.
• Direct access to the circuit of the electric lock should
not be possible from the attacker's side.
• The connections to the locking element (e.g. electromechanical lock) have to be protected by appropriate
measures: For example, the housing must have a secure
alarm monitoring system against manipulation or impermissible opening (e.g. by a photocell). Even the connecting lines must be protected against access.
Smart homes do not necessarily need the Internet, and
hence, you have to seriously consider the devices that
need to be integrated into the home network and whether the new Internet-enabled refrigerator or coffee machine really needs an online connection. Moreover, the
home network can be meaningfully divided in groups
with different rights. While all occupants may have access to the Internet and home electronics, for example,
the house controller, IP cameras for building surveillance

Fig. 18 Components of an electromechanical lock
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and the entry for maintenance purposes should not be accessible to everyone. Even a virtual private network (VPN)
can provide protection against unauthorised access from
outside. All data must pass through the "VPN tunnel", including the signals of a smartphone, tablet or an external
PC, with which the user would like to control his smart
home when travelling.

4 Entry in the Smart Home Market
The initial products being offered by Aldi, Lidl & Co. show
that the smart home is arriving for the normal consumer.
In the meantime, there is a large selection of suppliers and
working systems, with which customer requirements can
be met in different price segments. In addition, there is a
large demand for burglar-resistant doors and windows,
which means that smart home can also easily offer solutions for security, for example, motion detectors, window
contacts, light controller or an outdoor and indoor camera, which triggers an alarm for the occupants in case of an
emergency. Manufacturers, dealers and installation companies should focus on the equipment, which can be implemented easily. Suppliers in the industry have sophisticated
solutions, which means that you can use proven supplier
relationships.
For the initial round of discussions with customers or architects, the smart home pocket planner and a questionnaire prepared by IGT – Institut für Gebäudetechnologie
(Institute for Building Technology) is suitable to enquire
about the customers' requirements regarding the smart
home. These planning tools have been developed specifically for craftsmen and house manufacturers
to identify the requirements of customers and
users, and to take advantage of the opportunities of the growing smart home market. Entry
into the smart home market can take place with
the following steps:
1 Procurement
Selection of one or more suitable suppliers for
whom, primarily the service available is also relevant (training course offered, marketing support as well as customer service and cooperation for planners or craftsmen) apart from technology, quality and price. The system should
offer as many features as possible and also have
a gateway to the established manufacturers or
providers.
2 Experience
Use of the initial smart home components in
your own company or private home, which are
close to the windows application (roller shutters,
window sensors, motorised lock in the door, power-operated sliding door, decentralised ventilation unit, motorised roof windows, etc.).
© ift Rosenheim 2019 | Special Show "Building Elements TripleS"

3 Employees
The existing personnel must be trained and, in the
medium term, they must be supplemented by those from the electrical engineering and/or IT sectors
so that they can install and maintain the equipment
functionally, and provide competent knowledge and
instruction to the customers.
4 Cooperation and network
By cooperation with smart home experts (system integrators), the necessary capacities and know-how can
be used quickly and they also serve as a "backup" for
complex jobs, if the customer would like to expand his
system to other applications (domestic and heating
equipment).
5 Marketing and Sales
A cost-effective way for craftsmen is to offer smart
home components as an alternative to the classical products (windows, doors, roller shutters/solar
shading) when preparing offers. However, the builder
must experience a smart home, which means that
setting up a showroom is an important milestone.
This can be supported by manufacturer-independent
information brochures, which are available as downloads free of charge.

The following criteria are helpful when choosing suitable
products:
• The solutions should be easy to install and configure,
which means that they can also be operated by the builders' own fitters and other interested builders. Entry-level
offers from energy suppliers or from the online shop
serve the purpose of orientation, and they are designed
for easy installation by the user. Installation and operation are usually intuitive and similar to that of modern
communication equipment.
• The installation must work like Plug-and-Play without
discussion on radio standards, data transfer protocols or
software updates.
• The necessary interfaces and information of smart home
products speak the language of "construction" and not
IT. This applies not only to software and hardware, but
also to suitable partners from the smart home industry.
• For buildings, reliability and durability are decisive features since the service life of a load-bearing structure is
estimated to be 50 to 100 years and windows and doors
are meant to work between 20 and 30 years. Even the
C&I (Control & Instrumentation) equipment in the field
of building services is meant to work for 10-15 years. This

Fig. 19 To ensure customer satisfaction and efficient planning, customer expectations have to be determined, for example, with the help of IGT's
Smart Home Planner (German).
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is why the innovation, maintenance and service cycles
of smart home equipment must also be based on these
usage periods, and not follow the cycle of the entertainment and IT industry, which lies in the range of 1-5 years.

5 It Depends on Correct Planning!
The common practice of tendering today no longer matches the performance of building elements such as gates,
doors and windows. Sample texts that are 20 years old are
often used that are then out-dated and lead to errors and
misunderstanding. At present, there are increasingly more
errors in the tenders of special requirements, for example,
for burglary resistance, safety barrier, high level of sound
insulation or accessible elements. Appropriate consulting
often does not take place. This practice is based on the
lack of knowledge in dealing with new subjects and leads
to errors or not using new technical options or features.
This is particularly true for building elements with components driven by electric motors that have to be tendered
in accordance with the relevant product standard and the
Machinery Directive, including the necessary certificates
for electrical and functional safety. Hence, one special area
of focus has to be the planning and design of the drives
and controllers as well as construction-specific properties.
Jointly with the manufacturer, the architect should specify
the customer requirements in the form of defined customer requirements, including the necessary protective
measures. Information from the drive manufacturer, the
data sheet KB 01 and KB 02 from VFF and ift Rosenheim, as
well as the smart home planner of IGT can be used as the
basis for planning and design.
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Annex:

A2: List of suppliers of Smart Home systems and components covering all trades [4]

A1: Selection criteria for the features of Smart Home systems
(www.files.igt-institut.de/sh-onlineerfassung)

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

Akktor (software producer, planner, integrator)
Focus on automation solutions with a large proportion
of heating systems
info@akktor.de, www.akktor.de
Alfred Schellenberg (Manufacturer)
The experts for Do it Yourself / Smart Friends
info@schellenberg.de, www.schellenberg.de
BootUp (software producer, integrator)
Supplier of various prefabricated house manufacturers
info@bootup.ch, www.myhomecontrol.ch
Comexio (hardware/ software producer)
info@comexio.com, www.comexio.com
Digitalstrom (hardware /software producer)
info@digitalstrom.com, www.digitalstrom.com
Devolo (hardware /software producer)
info@devolo.de, www.devolo.de
Eltako (Hardware producer)
info@ eltako.com, www.eltako.com
EnOcean (Hardware producer)
info@enocean.com, www.ecocean.com
Fibaro (hardware /software producer)
Z wave based systems.
www.fibaro.com
HomeMatic/EQ3 (hardware /software producer)
eQ-3 AG
support@eQ-3.de, www.homematic.com,
www.myhomematic.de
lnnogy-SmartHome (hardware /software producer)
RWE Effizienz GmbH
www.rwe-smarthome.de
Net4Home (hardware /software producer, planner,
integrator)
info@net4home.de, www.net4home.de
Opus Green-Net (hardware producer)
JÄGER DIREKT
OPUSgreenNet@jaeger-direkt.com,
www.opusgreen.net
Provedo (hardware /software producer, planner, integrator)
info@provedo-automation.de,
www. provedo-automation.de
Qivicon (hardware /software platform manufacturer)
www.qivicon.de
Z-Wave Europe GmbH (Association of manufacturers
of Z-wave elements and products)
info@zwaveeurope.com, www.zwaveeurope.com
Zigbee alliance (Association of organisations)
www.zigbee.org

Specialist companies in the respective region
www.smarthome deutschland.de/fachbetriebe.html
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A3: Matrix for planning and tendering electromechanical components
(Tab. 6 from ift Guideline EL-01/1) [14]

Product

Promotion of disposal and recycling of
construction components and profiles,
such as aluminum windows, doors and
facades for the purpose of reuse the
materials in a closed recycling cycle
Company

A|U|F e.V.
Walter-Kolb-Straße 1-7
60594 Frankfurt, Germany
 +49 (0) 69-955 054 35
info@a-u-f.com
www.a-u-f.com

Further information about
the product

Product description
The aim is, in cooperation with the A|U|F members, to
achieve a closed recycling cycle in which the aluminum
components processed by our members are completely
withdrawn at the end of their life cycle via the circuit organized by A|U|F. The material remains within the European
Community and its circulatory system; there is no export
outside of Europe. From a dismantled aluminum window,
door or facade part a new aluminum profile is created
with only 5% of the needed energy for primary aluminum.
This protects the environment, the population as well as
the costs and contributes to the strengthening of the economic area of Europe.
The A|U|F stands for sustainability and taken responsibility.

Product advantages
1. Our members receive a renewed certificate each year, to
qualify for tenders.
2. Our members are part of an optimized closed loop recycling process and can offer it for windows, doors and
facades in sustainable buildings.
3. Our members strengthen the European economic
because the material remains within the European
Community.
4. Our members work economically with their companies
and ensure sustainable environmental protection.

Nachhaltigkeit und Verantwortung
Ökonomie und Ökologie
Wir organisieren den
geschlossenen Wertstoffkreislauf
für Aluminium im Fenster-,
Türen- und Fassadenbau.
95 % Energieeinsparung
95 % weniger CO2

Interesse an einer Mitgliedschaft?
www.a-u-f.com
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Product

Product

eds door drive HTA 1

eds window operator FAT 3

Company

Product description

eds –
electric drive solution GmbH & Co. KG

• The Window operator is installed concealed in the frame. Automatic opening, tilting, closing and locking of
the window.
• Control via switch (optionally also via smartphone,
bluetooth, etc.)
• Additional individual settings are available.

Wiesseerstr. 16A
83703 Gmund, Germany
+49 (0) 8022-6621 458
info@electric-drive-solution.com
www.electric-drive-solution.com

Further information about
the product

Further information about
the product

Product advantages
1. Collision and anti-trap protection planned.
2. Low energy drive according to DIN 18650, EN16005.
3. Manual operation possible at any time (when the engine is not running).
4. Invisibly installed components, no components are visible when the window is closed.
5. Compatible with all Tilt & Turn fittings.
6. Prototype.

Product description
• The eds door drive system is installed concealed in the
door leaf. Automatic opening and closing of the door,
contactless and barrier-free access in homes are possible.
• Control by hand-held transmitter (optionally also via
smartphone, fingerprint, bluetooth, Siri voice control
(Apple) etc.)
• "Push 2 Open" and "Push 2 Close"
• Additional individual settings are available (hand-held
transmitter, opening angle, hold-open duration, acoustic
signal ...).

Product advantages
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Collision and anti-trap protection on the lock side.
Low energy drive according to DIN 18650, EN16005.
Manual operation possible at any time.
Lock enable insurance-compatible locking, integrated
vandalism protection.
Invisibly installed components, no components are
visible when the door is closed.
Compatible with all multi-point locking systems.
Hand transmitter / control unit with rolling code 71
trillion options.
Certified by Ift Rosenheim.
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Product

Product

Fire Curtain Fibreflam Iso 6, classification EI160 S200-C5 with interactive
control and notification by multichannel strategy

autotronic 834PK
Company

CARL FUHR GmbH & Co. KG
Carl-Fuhr-Str. 12
42579 Heiligenhaus, Germany

Company

Effertz Tore GmbH
Am Gerstacker 190
41238 Mönchengladbach, Germany

Further information about
the product

Thanks to the wide range of standard connection options, the
autotronic 834PK can be easily integrated into the systems of
numerous providers of SmartHome applications and in building management systems. With an optional handle height
of 850 mm and the motor-assisted key operation thanks to
the servo function, it is ideally suited for barrier-free access.

Product description
Effertz Tore GmbH is a premium manufacturer of fire and
smoke protection closures. Now Effertz combines decades of experience in the development of fire protection
closures and release devices with the possibilities of digitalization and internet.

The intelligent SmartConnect easy access control system
enables door opening via smartphone. You can use the
existing WiFi device or the Internet. An intuitive app allows
control at any time and from any location. In addition, voice
control, e.g. by Alexa, is possible. The radio fingerprint scanner can also be easily managed via SmartConnect easy.

Check and control stats of your door, control unit and
release device at every time via web browser, iOS and
Android app or by integration into existing KNX bus systems.

The KeylessGo SmartTouch system provides particularly convenient access. The annoying key search is eliminated; the
SmartKey can stay in the bag. A touch of the door handle at
any point is sufficient.

Split information for different user groups, such as maintenance messages or fault messages for service personnel;
opening states for security staff

Product advantages

Product advantages
Operation via web browser, iOS or Android app
Active push notification in case of release
Active push notification in case of failure
User group and authorizations configurable.
Event history accessible.
Overview of components and maintenance information
available
 All functions in touch with an approved
release device
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Further information about
the product

Product description

+49 (0) 2166-261 0
info@effertz.de
www.effertz.de

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

+49 (0) 2056 592-0
info@fuhr.de
www.fuhr.de

R

i

Automatic locking system autotronic 834PK
• Improved security thanks to automatic locking
• Easy to operate: can be opened from the inside using
the lever, or from the outside via an access control system or servo supported by the key
• Powerful, fast motorised unlocking
• Easy to add FUHR radio access control systems
• Preconfigured for the connection of a wide range of
additional components, e.g. intercoms, alarm systems,
or swing door drives
SmartConnect easy
• For convenient door opening using a smartphone via WiFi
• Additional SmartHome control of garage doors, electric
strikes, roller shutters, lighting or monitoring of windows, and much more
• Very secure thanks to a password-protected administration
• Easy to install, no cables required – also ideal for retrofitting
• Individual user administration and temporary access
control
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• WiFi allows controlling and monitoring while on the move
• Integration of voice control, e.g. Alexa, is possible
SmartTouch
• Convenient KeylessGo door opening
• High-quality stainless steel door handles
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Co-exhibitors A – Z | F. R. Hauk Stahl- und Leichtbau GmbH

Haustüren-Ring GmbH | Co-exhibitors A – Z

Product

Product

SECU-SMART-WINDOW

Entrance door blank type Öko Passive
78 with integrated cable duct

STAHL- UND LEICHTMETALLBAU GMBH

Company
Company

F. R. Hauk Stahl- und Leichtbau GmbH

Haustüren-Ring GmbH

Nithackstraße 6
10585 Berlin, Germany
+49 (0) 30-34 79 23 0
info@hauk.de
www.hauk.de

Further information about
the product

Beckerstrasse 2a
85049 Ingolstadt, Germany
+49 (0) 841-95 49 95
office@haustueren-ring.de
www.haustueren-ring.de

Product description

Product description

The SECU-SMART-WINDOW from Hauk brings security and
the opportunities of the digital networking of Smart Home
applications together. It is not only possible at any time to
check the state of the windows from anywhere in the world
but also to control it actively. The protection from burglars
is not compromised.

With its integrated cable duct solution, the door blank for
wooden house doors offers the ideal basis for Smart Home
components in individual entrance doors. The house door
blank type Öko Passiv from Haustüren-Ring GmbH is available in every door leaf thickness between 78 mm and 108
mm. Like all blanks of the company, it is characterised by its
continuous steel frame with very high stability even under
extreme climatic conditions.

The window can be tilted by the press of a button in an app
from anywhere outside or inside the house. When tilted, the
resistance class RC2 or RC3 can be selected. In closed state,
the resistance classes RC2 to RC4 can be enabled. Of course,
it is possible to open the side-hung window function manually. Integrated contacts prevent the simultaneous opening by app.

With the type Öko Passive, the steel frame is welded at the
corners, additionally reinforced on the lock side and coated
with Purenit. The integrated cable duct makes it easy to accommodate Smart Home components in individual entrance door designs. The sophisticated central layer provides
excellent thermal insulation. In addition to numerous system
tests, tests for burglary or fire protection have also been carried out. The door leaf is available in a variety of wood species
and with different cover leaf variants.

The window can find many different applications both in
the private home and in public buildings. The control system ensures that it can be integrated in complex house
control systems or work in a stand-alone environment. The
Smart Home applications can be disabled completely at
any time without any impairment of the functions inside
the building.

Product advantages
1. Integrated cable duct for easy installation of individual
Smart Home components, such as motor lock, control
unit, door opener or cable transition; no time-consuming drilling through the door leaf required; installation video: https://www.youtube.com/watsch?v=lubl2tJ
6eU&feature=youtu.be
2. Continuous U-steel frame welded at the corners, additionally reinforced on the lock side; pressure and shear
resistant mounted in a Purenit core, thus no thermal
bridges; the steel frame gives the construction maximum dimensional stability in a different climate, even
across the diagonal
3. Ecological, FSC-certified and paraffin-bonded wood
fibre insulation board for excellent thermal insulation;
the central layer is pressure-resistant and sustainable
4. CNC machining and service support for rational production and simple planning

Product advantages
1.
2.
3.
4.

Burglar-proof window, closed up to RC 4, tilted up to RC3
Bullet resistance up to FB4 possible
Simple control by app possible
Additional Smart Home applications can be integrated
by the gateway.
5. Integration in complex house control systems possible
6. All functions can also be used without Smart Home
applications
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Further information about
the product
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5. in addition to comprehensive system tests, special tests
in the field of thermal, sound insulation and burglary
protection as well as solutions for fire protection, escape and rescue
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Co-exhibitors A – Z | Herholz Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG

ift MessTec GmbH | Co-exhibitors A – Z

Product

Product

"The Hoteldoor 4.0 eds inside"

Test equipment, test rig
Durability for side-hung pedestrian
doorsets – DDT 4.0

Company

Herholz Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG

Company

Eichenallee 82-88
48683 Ahaus-Wessum, Germany
+49 (0) 2561-689 02
mail@herholz.de
www.www.herholz.de

Further information about
the product

Product description
• Sound insulation door, door thickness 60 mm, sound insulation class II in according to DIN 4109 (RwP = 37 dB /
RwR = 32 dB)
• Flush door with solid wood frame in veneer „European
Oak Natural Finish“
• 3 pieces VX Hinges 2529/160/56-4
• Special lock Secury Automatic with A-Opener
• The eds door drive system is installed concealed in the
door leaf. Automatic opening and closing of the door,
contactless and barrier-free access in homes are possible.
• Control by hand-held transmitter (optionally also via
smartphone, fingerprint, bluetooth, Siri voice control
(Apple), etc.)
• "Push 2 Open" and "Push 2 Close"
• Additional individual settings are available (hand-held
transmitter, opening angle, hold-open duration, acoustic signal ...).
• Access control via card terminal type MagicGLASS
(Company Messerschmidt)

Theodor-Gietl-Str. 7-9
83026 Rosenheim, Germany
+49 (0) 8031-261-2550
info@ift-messtec.de
www.ift-messtec.de

Further information about
the product

Product description
For the development and ongoing quality assurance of
high-quality and complex building components, continuous testing of the products is necessary. This factory
production control (FPC) is required in order to meet increased quality requirements or legal requirements. The
test rig on display is designed for the durability of doors
in accordance with EN 1191, Annex H or EN 14600. ift
MessTec GmbH offers suitable testing machines for your
products in order to carry out computer-aided continuous
monitoring of product quality. For the development of
new products and the assurance of product quality, the
continuous monitoring of product properties at each development step is an enormous competitive advantage:
Finally, the performance of the products can actually be
demonstrated and proven to the customer in sales.

Product advantages

Product advantages

Due to the high quality of the components, sensors, converters and software used, ift calibration of the test and
measuring equipment is possible. Permanent use, extensive validations and worldwide interlaboratory comparisons provide the necessary security for the measuring
procedures to also carry out official tests on these devices.
The ift can therefore carry out calibrations for measurement technology and official tests in the accredited area.
Through continuous monitoring and remote access to
the testing device, the testing laboratory can also monitor
and access tests remotely.

1. Certified sound insulation system for hotels or residential
buildings
2. Highend surfaces in furniture quality for all kind of
interiors
3. Individual overall system
4. 3-D adjustable hinges
5. Collision and anti-trap protection on the lock side.
6. Low energy drive according to DIN 18650, EN16005.
7. Manual operation possible at any time.
8. Lock enable insurance-compatible locking, integrated
vandalism protection.
9. Invisibly installed components, no components are
visible when the door is closed.
10. Compatible with all multi-point locking systems.
11. Hand transmitter / control unit with rolling code 71
trillion options.
12. Certified by Ift Rosenheim.
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ift MessTec GmbH

Since each instrument is only as good as its operator,
competent service and product and application training
round off the overall package.
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Co-exhibitors A – Z | IGT – Institut für Gebäudetechnologie GmbH

Oknoplast Sp. z o.o. | Co-exhibitors A – Z

Product

Product

Advances Training, Lectures and Consultancy in the area of smart buildings

Window System "Konzept Evo"
Company

Company

Oknoplast Sp. z o.o.

IGT –
Institut für Gebäudetechnologie GmbH

Ochmanów 117
32-003 Podłęże / Poland

Alte Landstraße 25
85521 Ottobrunn, Germany
+49 (0) 89-66 59 19 73
info@igt-institut.de
www.igt-institut.de

Further information about
the product

+49 (0) 5451-545837-70
info@oknoplast.de
www.oknoplast.de

Further information about
the product

Product description
A 76 mm MD design gives excellent protection against the
cold in the winter. Adding glass that is practically unbreakable as well as fabrication in antiburglary for windows
in class RC2 protects homeowners from unwanted intrusions. Finally adding specially designed fitting with a ventilation position „gap all around“ instead of Tilt (kip) means
that we can ventilate while away from home – even in this
position, the windows are still RC2.

Product description
The trend of ‚Smart Buildings‘ is obvious. Users increasingly
ask for additional security or comfort functions via modern
building technology. In parallel, lawmakers started already to
demand energy efficient control functions within buildings.
But: Which possibilities should be seriously taken into account and which are rather gimmicks? With which product
should one become familiar? Which business opportunities
are available?

Product advantages
1. Minimized environmental impact thanks to recycled
PVC and excellent thermal insulation value Uw = 0,79
W/(m²K).
2. Glass that is extremely difficult to break and easy to
clean if vandalized.
3. Antiburglary glass for windows in class RC2
4. The ability to safely ventilate while away from home –
window is still RC2 class in the ‚ventilation“ position.

Our one-day seminar ‘Business Opportunities in the area of
Smart Buildings’ provides an overview of trends and technologies. It enables to determine the requirements towards a
smart building and to determine neutral functional descriptions. Additionally, it shows the variety of business opportunities in order to optimize your own business strategy.
Our 4-day training course ‘Planer and Consultant for Smart
Building’ enables you to determine meaningful requirements, to competently plan projects and to consult architects, investors and property developers. Also you will be
able to plan projects such way, that the requirements are
very clearly defined for the later implementation as well as
the long-term documentation.

Product advantages
• Consulting expertise in the area of ‘Smart Buildings’
as well as knowledge regarding the actual trends and
market developments
• Qualification to determine meaningful requirements
• Competency to assess the energetic savings potential
due to automation
• Knowledge to select appropriate technologies or systems
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• Competency to produce a neutral and complete planning, clearly specified descriptions for call for proposals
as well as long-term documentation
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Co-exhibitors A – Z | REHAU AG + Co

Sommer Informatik GmbH | Co-exhibitors A – Z

Product

Product

GENEO RAU-FIPRO X eds inside

WinIso®, GlasGlobal®, WinSLT®

Company

Company

REHAU AG + Co

Sommer Informatik GmbH

Ytterbium 4
91058 Erlangen, Germany

Sepp-Heindl-Str. 5
83026 Rosenheim, Germany

+49 (0) 9131-92-5472
Erik.Schubert@rehau.com
www.rehau.com

Further information about
the product

WINISO®: Software for the calculation of heat flows, thermal bridges, isotherms, psi and Uf values according to EN
ISO 10077-2:2018. Imported CAD files can be prepared with
automatic recognition and correction of CAD errors. Thus
complicated components and systems can be analyzed and
calculated with short computing time and small data sizes.

• The new GENEO RAU-FIPRO X system that meets high
requirements in terms of statics and serviceability.
• eds Window drive installed in the frame concealed, automatic opening, tilting, closing and locking the window
• Control by switch (optionally via smartphone,
Bluetooth, etc.) with individual settings.

GLASGLOBAL®: Expert software for the calculation of the
static proof of glazing according to DIN 18008 part 1 to 6.
The fast FEM calculation core enables an exact calculation
of different glazing. The load assumptions according to DIN
EN 1991 - 1 are stored in the program, which enables intuitive and simple operation of the software.

Product advantages

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Further information about
the product

Product description

Product description

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

+49 (0) 8031-24881
info@sommer-informatik.com
www.sommer-informatik.com

New size limits up to 2,80m high sash
Fully reinforced profile: load transfer in all directions
Optimized statics
Maximum weight for glasses
High temperature resistance for climatic loads
40% less weight compared to steel-reinforced variants
Reduced production time of the elements due to elimination of the steel reinforcement
Very high quality level "Made in Germany"
Easy integration of smart home components
Passive house certified version with Uf = 0.76 W/(m²K)
Collision and anti-trap protection planned
Low energy drive according to DIN 18650, EN16005
Manual window operation possible at any time (with
the engine off)
Invisibly installed components, no components are
visible in the closed state of the window.
Compatible with many Tilt & Turn hardware.

WINSLT®: Software solution for the calculation of light technical, solar and thermal characteristics of glazing in combination with sun protection. Any structure can be created in
a short time and calculated according to the standards EN
ISO 673, EN 410, EN ISO 52022-3 and ISO 15099.

Product advantages
WINISO®:
1. Calculation according to the „radiosity model“ (new cavity model according to EN ISO 10077-2:2018) and with
equivalent conductivity (EN ISO 10077-2:2012/ 2018)
2. Detailed transfer of CAD data incl. Radii and bevels
3. Automatic material assignment based on CAD layers
4. Gas filling for inter-pane spaces according to DIN EN 673
freely miscible
GLASGLOBAL®:
1. Overhead and vertical glazing, fall protection, point –
fixed, walk able and accessible glazing
2. Wind and snow loads and town heights by postcode or
town name
3. Symmetrical and asymmetrical LSG
4. Automatic glass thickness optimization
WINSLT®:
1. Extensive database with various products of international
glass and sun protection manufacturers
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2. Import of own spectral data
3. Boundary conditions according to EN ISO 52022-3,
ASHRAE or freely definable
4. Calculation of any pane construction
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Co-exhibitors A – Z | SYSPA® Gebäudesystemtechnik GmbH

UL International Germany GmbH | Co-exhibitors A – Z

Product

Company

System integration for cross-system
building technology, services in the
smart home / smart building sector

UL International Germany GmbH
Admiral-Rosendahl-Straße 9
63263 Neu-Isenburg, Germany

+49 (0) 69-489810-0
EU.BuildingLifeSafety@ul.com
https://firetestingeurope.ul.com/

Company
Further
information

SYSPA Gebäudesystemtechnik GmbH
Ahornstraße 10
84051 Essenbach/OT Ohu, Germany
+49 (0) 8703-90540-0
info@syspa.de
www.syspa.de

Further information about
the product

Product description
EA SmartHome / Smart Building is characterized by the
networking of a wide variety of technical systems, resulting
in tangible added value in terms of energy efficiency, comfort and safety. A decisive aspect for the functioning of a
cross-system building technology is well thought-out planning, combined with a professional implementation. This
requires knowledge of the individual trades, their interplay
and the interfaces available to each other. As the execution
is usually distributed among different companies, a coordinating body is required to accompany the planning and
execution. In addition to these activities, parameterization
and commissioning as well as linking to a functioning overall system is the central task of a system integrator.

Product advantages
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UL is a premier global independent safety science company with over 120 years of expertise in verification, testing
and certification. Its more than 12,000 professionals are
guided by the UL mission to promote safe working and
living environments for all people.
UL did intensify its market presence with three new laboratories in Europe to support European manufacturers
with the market access to Europe, Asia, the Middle East
and America. The laboratories include a Door & Hardware
Testing laboratory (ul.com/door-and-hardware-lab) in the
UK for mechanical testing of door hardware products the
Fire Resistance Testing laboratory (https://firetestingeurope.ul.com/) and the Security Laboratory (ul.com/securitylab) for intruder devices and access control. In all three
laboratories UL tests against EN and UL standards which
help enable customers to receive the CE Marking and the
UL Safety Mark in one single streamlined process.

As a specialized service provider for system integration in
building technology, SYSPA Gebäudesystemtechnik GmbH
offers all these services.

1. A manufacturer-neutral and product-neutral advice
and planning lead to an optimal cost / benefit ratio for
the investor or client.
2. From the planning and the execution phase to the utilization phase, a contact person is available who has
knowledge of the individual trades and their interaction. Functional changes, error analyzes or enhancements can thus take place via a common contact point.

About UL

3. Instead of many small isolated solutions, which in the
end communicate only in a makeshift way or not at all,
a sophisticated and efficient overall system is created
right from the start.
4. The operator receives a uniform user interface for the
operation, display and analysis of the technical equipment.
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UL utilizes research and standards to continually meet
ever-evolving safety needs, as well as to cultivate new
certification programs and aid in the development of critical codes that will address emerging risks and innovation within the life safety and security industry. We offer
technical engineering support services, factory capability
assessments, quality assurance, regulatory compliance testing, and sustainability and environmental certifications.
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Co-exhibitors A – Z | WICONA / Hydro Building Systems Germany GmbH

Media partners A – Z

Medienpartner | Media partners
Product

Media partners

WICSTYLE 75 evo paneel door
Company

WICONA / Hydro Building Systems
Germany GmbH
Einsteinstraße 61
89077 Ulm, Germany
+49 (0) 731-3984 0
info@wicona.de
www.wicona.de

Further information about
the product

Innenausbau / Möbel / Bauelemente

Product description
The WICSTYLE 75 evo panel door is a thermally insulated
door series for the use of one or both leaf covering panel
fillings. Execution flush with frame or with frame overlapping leaf as single and double-leaf door opening inward
and outward. Combinable with different security requirements, such as escape door, burglar resistance or barrierfree access. A comprehensive range of applications is
ensured by the combination with lateral parts, fanlights or
fixed glazing. Can also be used with clamping frame in the
current WICTEC facades systems.

Product advantages
1. Ud – value up to 0,78 W/(m²/K)
2. Standard door, emergency exit (EN 179) or panic door
(EN 1125)
3. Burglar resistance up to RC3 (EN 1627)
4. Increased security with automatic locking
5. Barrier-free, e.g. low handle height inside to 850 mm
OKFF and automatic or manual opening and closing
6. Great functional diversity due to its compatibility with
all standard actuation devices and adapted to individual
user requirements
7. Design is not compromised, drive and control unit are
profile integrated

GLAS

RAHMEN

T o p

P r o f e s s i o n a l

E d i t i o n

o f

U k r a i n e

International strategic partnership fenestration:
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Notes

Imprint
Editor:
ift Rosenheim
Theodor-Gietl-Str. 7-9
83026 Rosenheim
+49 (0) 80 31 / 261-0
info@ift-rosenheim.de
www.ift-rosenheim.de
Notes:
This documentation is primarily based on the work and
findings by ift Rosenheim GmbH and the partners involved. The publication and all its parts are protected by
copyright. Any utilisation outside the confined limits of
the copyright provisions is not permitted without the
consent of the publishers and is punishable. In particular, this applies to any form of duplication, translation,
storage on microfilm and the processing in electronic
systems.
© ift Rosenheim 2019
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